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V I R T U A L L Y H A K E N D E H N - F I L L I N G 

D. COOPER & D. D. LONG 

Abstrac t 
We show that "most" Dehn-fillings of a non-fibered, atoroidal, Haken three-
manifold with torus boundary are virtually Haken. 

1. Results 

Suppose that X is a compact, oriented, three-manifold with bound
ary a torus T. We will pick a basis of H\ (T) represented by simple loops 
A,ß such that A = 0 in H\(X; Q). We call A a longitude and /z a merid
ian. A slope, a, on T is the isotopy class of an essential unoriented simple 
closed curve. The manifold X(a) is the result of Dehn-filling along the 
slope a. This means that a solid torus is glued along its boundary to T 
so that a meridian disc of the solid torus is glued onto a. The manifold 
X is atoroidal if every Z x Z subgroup of -K\X is conjugate into 7riT. The 
distance between two slopes a, ß is A (a, ß) which is the absolute value 
of the algebraic intersection number of the homology classes represented 
by these slopes. 

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that X is a compact, connected, oriented, 
irreducible, atoroidal three-manifold with boundary a torus T. Suppose 
that S is a compact, connected, oriented, non-separating, incompressible 
surface properly embedded in X with non-empty boundary. Suppose that 
S is not a fiber of a fibration of X over the circle. Let g be the genus 
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of S, and b the number of boundary components of S. Then there is an 
integer 1 < P(X, S) < 3g — 2 + b with the following property. 

Given an integer p > 0 let n : Xp —> X be the p-fold cyclic cover 
of X dual to S. Let Z be the closed three-manifold obtained from Xp by 
Dehn-filling each component of dXp along a curve which is not isotopie 
in dXp to a lift of a longitude. 

Suppose that p > 4P(X, 5"). Then there is an incompressible surface 
G homeomorphic to the double of S embedded in Z; also Z is irreducible, 
thus Z is Haken. 

The integer P(X, S) defined in Section 4 is called the product length 
of S in X; it measures how close S is to being a fiber of a fibration of X. 
It has been conjectured ([19, Problem 3.2]) that every closed irreducible 
3-manifold, M, with infinite fundamental group has a finite cover which 
is Haken. This is known for various special cases; in particular, if M 
contains an immersed totally geodesic surface, [20], or if M has an 
orientation reversing involution and also has some finite cover, [22]. See 
also [2], [3]. 

Corollary 1.2. Assume the hypotheses of the theorem. Suppose 
that p = A(a, A) > 4P(X, S). Then X(a) is virtually Haken. Thus 
X(a) is irreducible and, moreover, the Zp abelian cover (dual to S) of 
X(a) contains an embedded incompressible surface of Eider character
istic 2x(S). 

It is known that at most 3 Dehn-fillings give a reducible manifold 
[14], also for a knot in the three sphere, the filling slopes must be integral 
[15]. 

Corollary 1.3. Assume the hypotheses of the theorem. Suppose 
that a is a slope on T such that the length of a on a maximal cusp of 
the complete hyperbolic structure on X is greater than 2-K. Also suppose 
that A(a,A) > 4P(X,S). Then X(a) is hyperbolic. 

Proof. The 2ir theorem ([5, Theorem 4]) implies that X{a) admits 
a metric of negative sectional curvature. This in turn implies X(a) is 
atoroidal. By 1.2 X(a) has a cyclic cover, N, which is Haken. Then 
by Thurston's Uniformization theorem for Haken manifolds, N is hy
perbolic. Hence X(a) is homotopy equivalent to a hyperbolic manifold, 
[10]. By recent work of Gabai [13], and Gabai-Meyerhoff-Thurston, one 
knows that homotopy equivalence implies homeomorphism in this situ
ation. 
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Corollary 1.4. Let K be a knot in the three-sphere with hyperbolic 
complement and which does not fiber over the circle. Suppose that the 
genus of K is g. If p > Ylg — 4 then the p-fold cyclic cover, N, of S3 

branched over K contains a closed incompressible surface of genus 2g. 
Furthermore, N is hyperbolic. 

Proof. Apply 1.3 to the p-fold cyclic cover, X, of the knot comple
ment. Then N is obtained by Dehn-filling of X along a meridian, JÎ, of 
X. Now jj, projects to p meridians of <S3 — K. Thus the length of jj, on 
the boundary of a maximal cusp of X equals p times the length of p, on 
a maximal cusp of <S3 — K and is thus at least p > 2n. This completes 
the proof. In fact, it follows from the Orbifold Theorem of Thurston 
that if p > 2 then N has a geometric decomposition. Furthermore, it 
also follows that if p > 3 and K is not the figure-eight knot then N is 
hyperbolic. 

The 27T-theorem plus work of Adams [1] implies that there are at 
most 24 Dehn-fillings of X which give a manifold having no metric of 
negative sectional curvature ([5, Theorem 6]). With these exceptions, 
arguing as above we obtain: 

Corollary 1.5. Assume the hypotheses of the theorem, and that 
A(a , A) > 4P(X, S). Then except for at most 24 possibilities, X(a) 
is hyperbolic. 

This paper was inspired by the work of M.H. Freedman and B. Freed-
man [12]. The first author would like to thank the Université de Rennes 
1 for hospitality during completion of this paper. We would like to thank 
Dave Gabai for suggesting the version of the proof presented here. 

2. P r o o f of M a i n T h e o r e m 

Let X,S be as in Theorem 1.1. Thus X is compact with boundary 
a torus T. Let n : X —> X be the infinite cyclic cover dual to S, and 
let »So be a lift of S to X. Let r be a generator of the group of covering 
transformations and set Sn = T"SO- Then X has boundary a union of 
annuii, and there is at least one component of dSi on each component 
of X. 

Given an integer m > 0 define a surface Gm in X as follows. The 
surfaces So,Sm separate X into three components, one of which has 
compact closure, P. Define Gm to be the result of pushing the boundary 
of P into the interior of P. If Xp is the p-fold cyclic cover of X dual to 
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S, then Gm projects to an immersed surface in Xp which is embedded 
if p > m. Observe that Gm is homeomorphic to the double of S. 

These surfaces were considered in [12], where it was shown that their 
compression often leads to a non-simply connected incompressible sur
face. The following proposition, which is proved in Section 4, shows that 
often no preliminary compression is necessary. The original hyperbolic 
intuition for this result comes from the fact that two quasi-Fuchsian 
groups which are "far apart" generate their free-product. The origi
nal proof used hyperbolic techniques to construct a certain lamination 
which turned out to be a finite collection of simple closed curves on S. 
A conversation with Gabai suggested a purely topological proof based 
on examining the characteristic submanifold of X cut open along S. 

Propos i t i on 2 .1 . Suppose X and S are as in theorem 1.1. Then 
if m > 2P(X, S) then the surface Gm in X constructed above is incom
pressible. 

Defini t ion 2 .2 . A book of I-bundles is a connected 3-manifold V 
satisfying the following condition. There are disjoint solid tori Ti,T2, 
•••,TninV such that the closure of V — [J^ Tj is an /-bundle, B, over 
a compact, not necessarily connected surface, F, with no disc compo
nents. Let dvB be the / -bundle restricted to dF. We require that each 
component of dvB is an essential annulus in the boundary of some T;b. 
Thus, for each i, we have that B n T;b is a union of parallel annuii in <9Tj. 

The above definition differs from that in [11] (which permits F to 
contain disc components) and the following proposition is stated there 
without proof on p 286. 

Propos i t i on 2 .3 . Suppose that V is a book of I-bundles as above. 
For each 1 < i < n, let in be a meridian of T;b ( the slope on dTi which 
bounds a disc in T;b ) . Suppose that for all i that [i;b can not be isotoped 
to intersect the attaching annuii, dvB, in fewer than two arcs. Then V 
is irreducible and has incompressible boundary. 

Proof. Let n : V —> V be the universal cover. Since no component 
of F is a disc nidF —> -K\F is injective. Since no component of dF 
is glued to a meridian of a solid torus, using Van Kampen's theorem 
inductively we see that ind* : ni(B) —> niV is injective. Thus V 
is the union of copies of the universal cover of B glued together along 
copies of the universal covers of the solid tori Ti. Also V is irreducible 
thus Haken. Thus V is homeomorphic to the interior union some of the 
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boundary of a ball. We must show that the components of the boundary 
of V are planes. 

Consider the dual 1-complex, T, to V coming from the decomposition 
into components of TT~1B and 7r_ 1(lJTj). Thus T has one vertex for 
each component of n~lBJ and one for each component of 7 r _ 1 ( U j ^ ) -
Two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding components 
intersect. 

Then V retracts to Y which is therefore a tree. The hypothesis that 
Hi must intersect dvB at least twice implies that every vertex of Y has 
degree at least 2. 

Construct a graph YQ in dV by taking one vertex for each component 
of dV n n~lB and each component of dV n 7 r _ 1 ( U j ^ ) - Connect two 
vertices by an edge if the corresponding components intersect. Then YQ 
is a spine for dV. There is simplicial map 9 : YQ —> Y defined in the 
obvious way. We claim that 9 is locally injective. It thus follows that 
each component of YQ is simply connected and hence dV is also so. 

It suffices to check that the link of a vertex in YQ injects into I \ For 
a vertex, v, of YQ corresponding to a component of n~lB the link of v 
is mapped isomorphically by 9 to the link of 6v. If v is a vertex of YQ 
corresponding to a component of 7i" _ 1 (Uj^) ' then v has degree 2. The 
two edges emerging from v go to distinct components of n~lB by the 
hypothesis on /ZJ. q.e.d. 

Proof of 1.1. Since p > 4 P ( X , S) we may choose m > 0 so that 
m,p — m > 2P(X, S). Let -KP : X —> Xp be the covering space projec
tion. By 2.1 it follows that both G = 7rpGTO and H = itpT

mGp-m are 
disjoint incompressible surfaces in the interior of Xp. 

The incompressibility of G in the special case that S, and hence Xp, 
has one boundary component is an immediate consequence of apply
ing ([9, Theorems 2.4.3, 2.4.5]) to G and H, however we give a direct 
elementary proof. 

Observe that G U H separates Xp into three components. 

Let Y be the closure of the component which contains dXp. Let A, B 
be the closures of the components with dA = G and dB = H. Now Y 
is a regular neighborhood of (dXp) U So U Sm. Define a manifold 

V = Z-(AUB) = Yu\jTi, 
i 

where Ti is a solid torus glued onto the i ' th boundary component of 
Xp. Thus F is a book of /-bundles. The hypothesis in 1.1 that the 
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FIGURE 1 

Dehn-filling curves are not isotopie to lifts of components of dS means 
that So and Sm both intersect every meridian curve of each Tj. Thus 
the hypotheses in 2.3 are satisfied. Hence dV is irreducible and has 
incompressible boundary. Now 

Z = AUVUB. 

Also A and B are both irreducible with incompressible boundary by 
2.1. It follows that Z is irreducible and that G is incompressible in Z. 
q.e.d. 

3. Characteristic product regions 

Definition 3.1. Let N be a connected 3-manifold with connected 
boundary. Suppose that dvN is a subsurface of dN such that each 
component is a compact annulus. Suppose that dvN separates dN into 
two incompressible components with closure So, Si and which are diffeo-
morphic. Also suppose that each annulus has one boundary component 
in each of SQ and Si. We call dvN the vertical boundary of N, and 
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dhN = So U Si the horizontal boundary. We call N a re lat ive 
cobord i sm between So and Si. A vert ical arc is an arc in N with one 
endpoint in each of So and Si. A vert ical square is a disc D prop
erly embedded in N which intersects dvN in two vertical arcs which are 
called the vert ical b o u n d a r y of D and written dvD. The horizontal 
b o u n d a r y of D is d^D = DCid^N. A vertical square is called essential 
if it is not isotopie rei boundary into the boundary of N. An annulus 
embedded in N is called vert ical if it has one boundary component in 
each of So and Si. We denote the unit interval as I = [0,1]. A product 
region for N is a submanifold $ x I of N such that $ is a compact, 
possibly disconnected, surface and for i = 0,1 we have $ x i is an in
compressible subsurface of SV We also require that $ x / contains dvN, 
and that each component of $ x / contains at least one component of 
dvN. 

Our first goal is now to show that there is a characteristic product 
region which is unique up to isotopy. This assertion follows from the 
existence and properties of the characteristic submanifold of N. We will 
give a direct proof instead of deducing it from standard statements: [18], 
[17]. 

L e m m a 3.2 . Suppose that N is an orientable, irreducible relative 
cobordism and D is a vertical square in N. If A is an incompressible 
vertical annulus properly embedded in N, then we may isotop D rei dvD 
so that D n A consists of vertical arcs. If D' is another vertical square 
in N and if dvD and dvD' are disjoint, then we may isotop D rei dvD 
so that D n D' consists of vertical arcs. 

Proof. Since dA = d^A we may isotop D rei dvD so that A and D 
are transverse and their intersection has the smallest number of com
ponents. Suppose C is a component of A n D. If C is a circle then C 
bounds a disc, A, in D. Since A is incompressible, C also bounds a disc 
in A. If C is innermost on A then the union of these discs is a sphere, 
which bounds a ball, B, because N is irreducible. The interior of B is 
disjoint from D. Thus the disc D can be isotoped across B to remove 
C. This isotopy is fixed on the boundary. Since the intersection was 
minimal, there are no circles in A(~) D. 

If C is an arc with both endpoints on So, then there is a disc A in 
A with boundary C plus an arc, a, in dA. We may choose an innermost 
such disc so that the interior of A is disjoint from D. There is also a 
disc A' in D with boundary C plus an arc, a ' , in dD. Then a U a' is a 
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simple loop in »So which bounds the disc A U A', and this loop bounds 
a disc in So, since So is incompressible. We may choose a U a' to be an 
innermost loop in So. But then C can be removed by an isotopy of D. 
Similarly, arcs with both endpoints in Si can be removed. Hence A n D 
consists of vertical arcs. 

A similar argument works for a disc D' in place of the annulus 
A. q.e.d. 

T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . Suppose that N is a relative cobordism between So 
and Si, and assume that N is orientable and irreducible. Suppose that 
$ x I is a product region in N with | x ( ^ ) | maximal. Then every vertical 
square in N can be properly isotoped into $ x I. 

Proof. Observe that a regular neighborhood of dvN is a product 
region for N. Consider a product region $ x I of N with minimal Eu-
ler characteristic. We will regard $ as a subsurface of So- Since every 
component of <& contains a component of dSo, the number of compo
nents of $ is bounded by \dSo\- Since $ is incompressible it follows that 
x ( ^ ) > x(So) a n d so there is such a $ with minimal Euler characteris
tic. Observe that (9$) x I is a collection of vertical annulli. Now given 
a vertical square D, we can isotop it so that the intersection of D with 
(9$) x / consists of vertical arcs, and has the minimum number of such 
arcs. Since a product region must contain dvN and since D contains 
two vertical arcs in its boundary, it follows that either D is contained in 
$ x 7 o r else d^D intersects 9<1> in the interior of dnN. In the latter case, 
there is an arc, 7, in So with endpoints in 9 $ and interior disjoint from 
$ . Then 7 is not isotopie rei endpoints into $ for otherwise we could 
isotop D to reduce the number of vertical arcs of intersection of D with 
A. Let Ji,($2 be the two vertical arcs in D n A which have endpoints 
in common with 7. Then there is a sub-disc D _ of D with boundary 
öi U 7 U <?2 U 7 ' where 7 ' is contained in D fi Si. 

Define R to be a regular neighborhood of $ x / U D _ . Then R = ^xl 
where 'I' is a regular neighborhood of $ U 7 in So- Since 7 is not isotopie 
rei endpoints into <£>, it follows that \I/ is incompressible thus R is a 
product region with smaller Euler characteristic, a contradiction. 

q.e.d. 

We shall call such a product region a characterist ic product re
gion. This terminology is justified by the following two results. 

T h e o r e m 3 .4 . Suppose that N is a relative cobordism between So 
and Si and assume that N is orientable and irreducible. Suppose that 

file:///dSo/-
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<fr x I is a characteristic product region for N and that ^> x I is any 
product region in N. Then there is an ambient isotopy of N which takes 
$ x l into $ x I. 

Proof. Suppose that there is a component, A, of dv^ x I which is 
not contained in $ x I. Then A is a vertical annulus. Because each 
component of \I/ contains a component of <9S*o, we may choose an arc, 
7, in \I/ from dSo to a point, x, on A n So- There is an path, ö, which 
runs along 7 then runs round An So and then back along 7, and by 
moving this path slightly we may suppose ö is an arc embedded in \I/. 
The vertical square ö x I contained in ^ x / may be isotoped rei vertical 
boundary into $ x I. It is now easy to isotop the rest of A into $ x / . 
We do this for each component of dv^ x I. After these isotopies dv^ x I 
is contained in $ x I and hence \I/ x I is contained in $ x / . q.e.d. 

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that N is a relative cobordism and that N is 
orientable and irreducible. If Q x I and $ x 7 are characteristic product 
regions of N, then there is an ambient isotopy of N which takes ^ x I 
onto $ x 7". 

Proof. By 3.4 we can isotop f x 7 into $x I and we may also isotop 
$ x / into x3/ x I. Combining these, we may isotop ^ x I so that it is 
contained in $ x I and contains this manifold minus a collar. Uniqueness 
of collars now shows that $ x 7 may be isotoped to equal $ x I. q.e.d. 

4. The incompressibility of Gm 

Suppose that X and S are as in Theorem 1.1. Define TV to be the 
3-manifold obtained by removing from X a regular neighborhood of S 
and taking the closure. There are two copies, So and Si, of S in the 
boundary of N. We will regard N — (So U Si) as equal to X — S. Thus 
X is obtained from N by identifying So with Si via a homeomorphism 
4> : Si —> So- Since S is incompressible in X, it follows that TV is a 
relative cobordism between So and Si. Let n : X —> X be the infinite 
cyclic cover dual to S, and let So be a lift of S to X. Let r be a generator 
of the group of covering transformations and set Sn = rnSo- We can 
regard X as \Ji Ni where TV, is a copy of N with Ni n 7Vj+i = <% and 
TTVJ = 7Vj+i. Define Yn to be the submanifold Yn = (J"=i ^ of X. Then 
yn is a relative cobordism between So and Sn. Since X is irreducible 
and has incompressible boundary, it follows that X and Yn are both 
irreducible. Define Pn to be a characteristic product region in Yn. 
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L e m m a 4 .1 . With the hypotheses of 1.1, after an isotopy of Pk in 
Yfc we may arrange that for all i < k that P^ n Y% is contained in the 
characteristic product region Pi ofYjr 

Proof. Suppose that P is a component of P&. The first step is to 
arrange that for all 0 < i < k, that R = Si n P is a connected incom
pressible surface in P. This is already true for i = 0,k. Now for 0 < i < k 
we have that dR is contained in dvP which is a union of annuii. Suppose 
there is a component, C, of dR which bounds a disc, D, in dvP. Since Si 
is incompressible, C bounds a disc, A, in S1,. If we choose C innermost 
on Si, then D U A is a sphere which bounds a ball, B, in Yj. since Y& 
is irreducible. Thus the interior of P is disjoint from 5"j. Then we can 
isotop D across the ball to remove C. We may thus assume that every 
component of dR is essential in dvP. Suppose that D is a compressing 
disc for R in P. Since Si is incompressible in Yj., there is a disc A in 
Si with the same boundary as D. Then A intersects dvP in circles, and 
since dvP is incompressible in Yj., these circles bound discs in dvP. But 
these circles are in dR and so there are no such circles. Hence A is 
contained in P, and thus also in R, so R is incompressible in P. 

Now P = I x $ for some compact connected surface <£>, and R is 
an incompressible surface, possibly disconnected, in I x $ such that 
<9P is contained in I x 0 $ . Suppose that Po is a component of R. The 
projection of 7" x $ onto 0 x $ maps Ro 7ri-injectively and sends boundary 
to boundary. Applying Theorem 13.1 of [16] to i?o either this map is 
homotopic to a covering, or RQ is an annulus and the map is homotopic 
rei boundary into cM>. In this case, both boundary components of Ro are 
on the same annulus component of I x cM>. Thus there is an annulus, B, 
in dvP with the same boundary as Ro, and B U Ro is the boundary of a 
solid torus in P. Then, after choosing an innermost such solid torus, we 
can isotop B across this solid torus to remove Ro from R. Hence we may 
assume the map of i?o —> $ is homotopic to a covering. Define C to 
be a component of dSo n $ . Recall that every component of a product 
region contains a component of dSo. In particular there is a component, 
C, of dRo which maps onto C. But C" is the only component of dSi 
which maps to C and so Ro = R is connected. 

Now P is a product I x $ . Also i? is an incompressible connected 
surface in P which separates P. In addition, R is disjoint from di x $ . 
It follows from the homotopy cobordism theorem for Haken manifolds 
that the submanifold of P between 0 x $ and R is a product region 
for Yi. Since Y, is irreducible, 3.4 applied to Y, implies that R may be 
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isotoped into the charcteristic product region, Pj , of Yj. q.e.d. 

It now follows from 4.1 that there is an ambient isotopy of Yk taking 
Pfc_l_i n Yk into Pfc, so we may assume that 

YknPk+pCPk. 

Thus the compact connected subsurfaces Ak = So fl Pk are decreasing, 

in other words Ak+i C Ak, and each is 7ri-injective. We will define 

^o = S0. 

L e m m a 4 .2 . With the hypotheses of 1.1, then for each k > 0, one 
of the following occurs: 
• Ak is a regular neighborhood of dSo in So-
• Ak+i is not isotopie to Ak. 

We say that Ak is a s tr ict ly decreas ing sequence of surfaces. 

Proof. Suppose that Ak+i is isotopie to Ak. Let 

T : X —> X 

be the generator of the group of covering transformations such that 
TSO = S\. Then Pk+\ fl rYk is a product region in rYk and by 4.1 can 
therefore be isotoped in rYk into the characteristic product region which 
is rPk. Therefore the surface R = Pk+i n Si can be isotoped in Si into 
rAk. Since P^+i is a product, R is diffeomorphic to Ak+i, hence to Ak. 
Now R is a 7Ti-injective subsurface of rAk, and is diffeomorphic to rAk. 
Therefore R can be isotoped in Si so that R = rAk. The submanifold 
Q = Pk+i H Yi now has boundary 

dQ^AkU{IxdAk)UTAk. 

The image, nQ, of Q in X is obtained from Q by identifying Ak and 
rAk via T. Thus nQ has boundary consisting of tori 

d(irQ) = S1 x dAk. 

Since every essential torus in X is boundary parallel, d(-ïïQ) is contained 
in a regular neighborhood of <9X, hence dAk is contained in a regular 
neighborhood of <9<So. Since X does not fiber over the circle with fiber S, 
the characteristic product region of N is not all of N, so Ak is a proper 
subsurface of So- Thus Ak is contained in a regular neighborhood of 
ÔSQ. q.e.d. 
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose that S is a compact hyperbolic surface of 
genus g with b boundary component. A set A, of disjoint, pairwise non-
parallel, non-boundary-parallel simple closed curves on S has at most 
3g — 3 + b components. 

Proof. Enlarge the set A so that it is maximal subject to the above 
conditions. Then cut open S along A to obtain a surface S~. The 
components of S~ are pairs of pants, otherwise some component has 
a simple closed curve which is not boundary parallel. Since the Euler 
characteristic of a pair of pants is —1, the number of pairs of pants is 
|x(^) | = Ig — 2 + b. These pants have 3(2g — 2 + b) boundary curves. 
Now b of these curves are in the boundary of S. Each of the components 
of A appears twice among the 3(2g — 2 + b) — b remaining boundary 
curves. Hence the number of closed curves is at most 3g — 3 + b. q.e.d. 

We say that the charcteristic product region of N is trivial if it is a 
regular neighborhood of the vertical boundary dvN. 

Corollary 4.4. With the hypotheses of 1.1, then for each k > 3g — 
2 + 6, the charcteristic product region of Y& is trivial. 

Proof. Suppose that AQ D AI D A% D • • • A^ is a strictly decreasing 
sequence of surfaces with A^ a regular neighborhood of dSo. A sequence 
of maximal length is obtained if Aji+i is obtained from A;b be deleting 
a neighborhood of an essential simple closed curve which is not parallel 
to dAj. The number of such curves by 4.3 is at most 3g — 3 + b. Thus if 
k > 3g — 3 + 6, then P^ is a product, q.e.d. 

Definition 4.5. With X and S as in Theorem 1.1 the product 
length P(X, S) is the smallest k for which the characteristic product 
region of Y^ is trivial. If S is a fiber, then P(X, S) is oo. 

The following argument was told to us by Gabai. 

Lemma 4.6. Suppose that M and N are irreducible relative cobor-
disms which do not contain essential vertical squares. Suppose that 

ôhiW^SoUSi , dhN = T0UTu 

and that 4> '• S\ —> TQ is a homeomorphism. Let P be the 3-manifold 
formed from M and N by identifying Si with TQ via (p. Then P has 
incompressible boundary. 

Proof. Suppose that D is a compressing disc for P. Note that P is 
a relative cobordism between SQ and T\. We may isotop D so that: 
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FIGURE 2 

• D is transverse to Si =TQ. 
• The intersection of dD with dvP consists of vertical arcs. 

Choose D, subject to the above, so that it has the minimum number 
of vertical arcs in its boundary. If there are no vertical arcs, then D is 
either contained in M or in N. Without loss of generality, we suppose 
that D is contained in M. Then D is a compressing disc for So in M, 
but the hypothesis that M is a relative cobordism includes that So is 
incompressible. Hence we have a contradiction. The boundary of D is 
made up of horizontal and vertical arcs which alternate. This is shown 
in Figure 2, where the vertical arcs are shown thicker. 

Observe that since M and N are irreducible and they are glued 
together along incompressible surfaces, then P is also irreducible and 
Si = To is incompressible in P. The intersection of D with Si consists of 
arcs and circles. Since Si is incompressible in P, each such circle bounds 
a disc in Si and so we may isotop D to remove the circles. Thus each 
vertical side of D has an endpoint of exactly one arc of intersection in 
D n Si. Now choose an outermost (on D) arc, a, of the intersection of 
D with Si. We claim that the situation is as shown in Figure 2. 

Thus there is a disc, A, in D with boundary the union of a and an 
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arc ß in dD, and ß intersects exactly two vertical arcs, 7, S in dD. Now 
A is contained in either M or in N, without loss of generality we will 
assume that A is contained in M. Thus A is a vertical disc in M and 
so is boundary parallel. Hence D can be isotoped to reduce the number 
of vertical arcs in its boundary, a contradiction, q.e.d. 

Proof of 2.1. Since m > 2P(X, S) it follows that m = k + k! with 
k, k' > P(X, S). Then by 4.4 the characteristic product region in Y& and 
Yy are both trivial. Thus by 3.3 there are no essential vertical squares 
in Yfc or Yfc/. So M = I t and N = rkYk> satisfy the hypotheses of 4.6. 
Hence Ym = (M U N) has incompressible boundary. Now 

x=(lJiv î]us~oymus~m(Uiv î), 
\i<0 ) i>m 

and So and Sm are both incompressible in X. It follows that dYm is 
incompressible in X. Now dYm is isotopie to Gm. q.e.d. 

Remark. The main result of this paper has been used in [4] and 
[21] to prove the existence of immersed boundary slopes. Related ideas 
are used in [24]. 
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